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Abstract
This paper describes shortly some outcomes of a project aiming to apply a scientific research directly to industry, passing
through a system that wants to promote an economic "Pact" in relation to the new construction and renovation projects of energy,
according to its fundamental guidelines of the moment: renewable energy and energy efficiency. The key point is to produce
energy from recycled materials that become functional to dwellings (from the garden shed to furnishings, etc.), which are
combined with the latest technology. The photovoltaic paint,vertical gardens, trees with Silicon cells.
During the day these furnishings will remain open, incorporating heat and sunlight; in the evening the huge Silicon cells of the
trees will close, creating picturesque lampposts with gradual release of heat, which will be retrieved for the production of thermal
energy to heat houses.
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1. Introduction
The problem this paper tries to solve through
a field trial, because this is a real problem, is to face
not so much the theme of energy through recycling,
but first of all how to frame the concept of energy in
respect of recycling.
The concept of “recycling” linked to the word
“energy” cannot be used without having the slightest
rethinking of the idea of energy and the idea of what
today it can be called civilization (Robins et al.,
2010). First of all it is important to underline what
the term energy means in reference to a society that
has already set in motion the process of optimization
in respect of the production. Energy, originally a
capacity of people and things to perform a job (eg. a
man pushing a cart in antiquity), then was used to
satisfy basic needs, through the mechanization of
certain processes and produce energy to transform
immediately (interaction things-man), thereupon it
served to facilitate more and more abundant
production for today daily lives. So: jobs, production,
processing and distribution. That is, when man
understood that alone could not cover the needs of

their own tribe, he started to look around and find a
way to produce energy from various sources. Over
time, the energy was used to operate the industries to
transport goods, lighting houses, offices and so on; it
was used to heat the rooms in winter or cool them in
summer; it was used to move cars, ships, trains or
aeroplanes; it was used to communicate at a distance
or send tv signals: today everything is powered by
the energy and technically everyone has a much
higher amount of it than what objectively serves.
From here onwards it was realized that the energy
could also be produced differently and you could also
use the most "dangerous" part of it, which was
typical of fossil fuels. Here the root node of the
history of energy, as Gladwell (2000) exposed.
The controversy between fossil fuels and
renewables starts. Year 1973: the first oil crisis
(Marchetti and Nakicenovic, 1979). The Arab States
had entered the war against Israel, that won thanks to
the help of the West. So the Arab countries of Opec
(Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries)
halted oil exports to US and Europe, as Maugeri
(2006) demonstrated. Oil prices quadrupled and even
those of electricity, in that time produced from oil
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and natural gas. Consequently, increased fuel prices,
reduction of more than 40% of all kinds of lighting
called "unnecessary". See public lighting, closing of
public places by midnight, decrease of the speed on
the highway, turning on appliances only at night and
so on. Synthetically all measures that make
independent from oil for power generation, as
indicated by Martin-Amouroux (2009). The first
international energy-saving campaign began,
defining efficiency standards for appliances,
automobiles and construction. Rising prices of oil
and fossil fuels developed between 1973 and 1985
and began tending to increase energy efficiency and
reduce energy intensity. In the USA energy
efficiency measures were created that allowed,
despite the growth of 50% of the population, an
increase of only 26% of energy consumption, as
Carollo (2009) demonstrated.
In the mid-1980s the energy-saving and
nuclear development allowed Western countries to
bring down the price of oil. 44 years have passed by
the oil crisis of the 1973, during which the
importance of the concepts of efficiency and energy
saving have never produced a serious and consistent
policy that could be essential to find solutions to the
financial and economic crisis, as well as to ensure the
reduction of CO2 emissions that are destroying our
planet (Fattouh and Stern, 2011).
From that day to today, in one of the longest
and toughest financial crises of the modern world, an
urgency to reduce consumption in the round is
wreaking quite unexpected effects. The revolution, if
it can be defined it as such, then began in 1973, and
there was no real news in the recent COP 21 and 22.
So why do people talk about revolutionary event?
Simply because after so many years, almost all
countries have approached in a more or less sensible
to the concern, which, evidently, in addition to
having accumulated tensions on climate data always
fluctuating over the years, shook some financial
pillar, implying that intervene on the climate meant
also create new models of development consistent
with a financial growth, as indicated in Gao (2007).
Then so we can talk about awareness and
change the term “revolution” with the term
“awakening”. An awakening from the dogmatic
sleep, quoting the philosopher Kant referring to
Hume. In other words, marrying the changes already
under way in the energy sector, have been
highlighted the prospects and potential of energy
with low emissions of greenhouse gases, that is from
renewable source, giving credibility to the
implementation of effective action against climate
change by developing new models of development
and, as a result, production conditions in the areas of
energy efficiency and resource optimization, as Stern
(2005) explained.
Ergo, in other words, any COP can make
sense talking about the union of intentions on new
models of development and production conditions
then, as showed previously (Knight et al., 2010).
Otherwise it has no right to be. First of all it is
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necessary to manage and run a new transformation of
the energy sector, responsible for at least two-thirds
of greenhouse gas emissions. To do this, it is
important to understand the energetic phenomenon,
study and finally create new professions, studying
mainly and primarily the story. Going back again to
the past, with proper contextualization, the Energy
Charter of 1994 gives the trusted servant to
understand totally the two focus on which the project
is concentrating. At the Dublin European Council
(June 1990) the Prime Minister of the Netherlands
suggested establishing cooperation in the field of
energy with the countries of Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union to accelerate their economic
recovery and improve security of supply in the
community. The Commission, which had been
invited by the Council to study how best to
implement this cooperation, proposed in 1991 the
idea of a European Energy Charter, that led to the
Energy Charter Treaty, on energy efficiency and
related environmental aspects, intended to promote
East-West industrial cooperation by providing legal
guarantees for investment, transit and trade and to
establish a legal framework to promote long-term
cooperation in the energy sector, based on the
principles set out in the European Energy Charter, as
exposed in World Energy Council (2010).
The objectives of the Protocol were: 1) the
promotion of energy efficiency policies compatible
with sustainable development; 2) creating framework
conditions which induce producers and consumers to
use energy
in an economical, efficient and
environmentally friendly way as much as possible; 3)
encouraging cooperation in the field of energy
efficiency. These 3 points led to the creation in 2005
of the so-called "20-20-20 climate and energy
package" of 1997, defined the Kyoto Protocol (COP
3).
This package is part of the negotiations prior
to the Conference of the UN Framework Convention
on climate change in which it reaffirmed the position
to reduce unilaterally the emissions by 20% by 2020
and, in the case of international agreement, to
undertake progressively to the 2030 and 2050 to
reduce 30% and 50% respectively of its emissions,
compared to the 1990 levels. Full approval of the
climate and energy package should have taken the
start officially on the occasion of the 15th
Conference of the Parties (COP15) held in
Copenhagen in December 2009, as showed by Iea
(2010a).
But even today the good intentions of Kyoto
(according to many the true and serious event
devoted to these themes) have not produce all the
desired results, as indicated by Iea (2010b). The
climate and energy package is a set of implementing
measures greenhouse gases emission reduction to
regulate key sectors effectively, as Barbier (2010)
explained.
To reach the goal of keeping the global
average temperature growth on land and on the
surface of the oceans to a maximum of +2 degrees
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Celsius by the end of the century, compared with
preindustrial levels, as established in the recent COP,
we need to distribute it among the various States, as
seen in Ren21 (2010).
In this context nobody used the criterion of
credibility (see differences in incentives worldwide
on boosting renewables) or the policy of economic
expectation of resources for the implementation of
interventions. In general an unconditional
development of technologies was preferred in
countries (therefore also in their hometowns) that
maybe needed more high-impact daily applications in
the single reality than technologies that make smart
shapes that do not solve a big problem. See the two
examples of intelligent traffic lights that didn't solve
the traffic problem and see the intelligent streetlights,
that in a large part don’t work. Hence the real
international problem. If you read the abstracts of the
research framework programmes (EU Member States
with those non-Member States) the first thing you
notice and that is required is precisely the
replicability of the technologies and of the project.
Here is the second failure. One example of this
attitude to be edited is the tale of smart cities, as
Yergin (2008) demonstrated.
The trend is to export innovations, discoveries
and various applications that work "well" in some
cities in other with different geography, people,
roads, streets, cars, etc. With all these meetings, a
sense of the best practices indexing, the
contextualization of interventions and their genius
were lost. Dulcis in fundo: in schools and
universities, where they should act with a real
common protocol, to create a truly global approach
competences and an exchange of the appliances,
there are so many divisions, that the discrepancy
between the Italian school system and the American
one results very deep. It is important to shift the
focus from a trade management of affairs in the
hands of a few to an international free trade
agreement. With this one on one hand the energy
quota rates (that is what it must be paid in bills as
consumption) decrease, on the other hand fixed costs
could be reduced because the environmental
standards and safety regulations would regulated
better. Another inspiration could be producing
electricity by sharing in grid parity (putting in
equality the real demand and consumption) the
distribution of the energy in excess producing even
more jobs for management regulation.
De Paoli (2012) in the encyclopedia Treccani
explains the energy nowadays. That is, today energy
has conquered two ephocal "dimensions", that collide
every day: one derived from stock sources and the
other derived from flow sources. The first ones are
extracted and are immediately available. This
category includes fossil fuels (oil, gas, coal) and
uranium, as De Paoli (2012) demonstrated.
Flow sources regard the renewable sources.
The Sun or the wind are energy flows that may not be
available when needed. The first ones need of
maintenance and management and the second ones of

trasformation technologies which create economic
and energy wastes. So, beyond the debates as to
which of the two modus is right or not, that is not the
aim of this paper, the focus is, as mentioned at the
beginning, the idea of energy and on this historic
itinerary. Before talking about recycling energy, talk
about rationalization. A process that brings together
the two moments through lack of culture of waste,
that is "recover", "fix" and "recycle".
This project wants to bring together
innovation with the real needs of the people who,
more often, are tied to tradition. Along this road, the
house can become efficient, taking advantage of the
latest technologies, environmentally-friendly and
intelligent, as Varvelli (2008) showed.
This project focuses in particular on the
following main objectives:
 Building requalification with bio-ecological
criteria, as Woollaston (2014) wrote.
 Creation of a "Smart" Small Community"
 Sustainable energy planning
 Development of technologies for on-site energy
production from renewable sources
 "Zero Waste" objective
2. Materials and methods
2.1. The Cube Project
The project wants to bring together innovation
with the real needs of the people who, more often,
are tied to tradition. Along this road, the house can
become efficient, taking advantage of the latest
technologies,
environmentally-friendly
and
intelligent, as Friedman (2012) explained.
Make smart a dwelling implies the planned
and intelligent use of human and natural resources,
properly managed and integrated with numerous ICT
technologies already available, to create an
ecosystem capable of making the best use of
resources and to provide increasingly intelligent and
integrated services. The actions of the project
develop on these axes: mobility, environment and
energy, building quality, economy, tenants' safety
and infrastructure.
Cradle of the project is the Cube, a palace of 7
apartments, which will be terminated at the end of
2017. In the approach to this new system, that
consists in drawing power from recycled materials,
first of all materials found on site were scaled
according to the construction needs. In other words,
neither raw materials were produced, nor the
environment was ransacked, nor renewable materials
were used. A calculation in terms of energy (with
sustainable impact for the future), a business plan on
the real requirements of the potential buyers of the
apartments and a list of materials ready on site
considering were done as first step, then, their lowest
cost on transport and transformation. For example,
wood, plastic materials, everyday objects, earth
products were recovered to outline an initial
architectural design of the building.
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Everything that concerned the production of
electricity was detected in two steps: the first step,
for the geothermal energy, related to the heat of the
earth, with a so-called "ring" transformation
technology, i.e. the Earth's heat is radiated through
the tubes, made with recycled plastic materials found
on site, which radiate the plates, whose task is to
release heat through a cavity that is placed under the
flooring made with wood or recycled materials.
The second step, for electricity, was to use
some techniques that serve to produce electricity
through solar Spectra, which in turn distribute
energies through a technological infrastructure
related to wireless power transmission (patent n.
722016000085159, integration to the patent
BiroRobot n. 102015000044214), as Delle Piane
(2016) explained, and a system based on an energy
accumulator. The off grid technology, through the
use of smart grids, offers a maximum 2500 kWh
yearly for the apartments and a maximum of 6000
kWh for the attic, available energy throughout the
year. There won’t be traditional meters or electric
bills. No counter installation is required, there will be
only a "current meter" which is called, technically,
"Wattametro". The Wattametro, born from the
BiroRobot scientific project, reports not only the
actual consumption in Watts, but also the relative
economic consumption in terms of euro spent on the
livelihood of the individual appliance and evaluates
the exceeding of the free threeshold.
Starting from a requirement that fluctuates
between 11.000 kWh/year and 19.000 kWh/year, and
declaring the possibility to manage efficiency
through the implementation of energy-saving
technologies at every stage, from production to
transmission and to the distribution to the final
customer, a recovery flow of 80% of the needs that
accumulates and falls into the internal network can
be definitely guaranteed, giving users the ability to
move not in off grid way (out of the national
network), but in board grid (in their proper network).
The technological tool with its physical function is
the Smart Grid Player, as Gariboldi (2017) showed.
In addition to lowering consumption, the
smart grid player will be able to reduce demand peak
levels through a more efficient breakdown of
consumption over the course of the day and
throughout the year. In this way, it is possible to limit
the amount of resources maintained in stand-by to
ensure maximum levels of consumption and make
sure that the plants are sufficiently flexible to manage
sudden changes in energy delivery, through an
expanding portfolio of renewable energy-based
plants and the little stability of the network that
comes downstream from the building.
2.2. Calculation
With the calculation of consumption, taking
into account of 4,5 kW available for each apartment,
the annual requirements of the building is about
80.000 kWh in energy and thermal energy:
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Average 4 components family consumption:
220 kWh
Average consumption in 12 months = 2.640
kWh per apartment/annum
In 7 apartments = 18.480 kWh of electricity
In 1000 m³ of thermal energy of a family =
12.000 m³/annum
3. Results and discussion
The analyses on the project Cube to reach
energy efficiency through recycling have led to the
following solutions, which will apply to the building.
Small antennas, that use grids with patented
algorithm MSK, will transmit wireless power, will
regulate the intensity of light scattering, based on the
approach of people at night, will be on-demand and
will activate a security alert.
The innovative algorithm for the energy
assessment records the real time energy
(lighting/thermal) consumption data and compares
them with historical energy consumption data to
provide new tools to reduce wastes and to improve
users awareness and pro-active energy management,
as Santarelli (2017) underlined.
Currently the innovative algorithm has been
developed and validated in relevant (lab level) and
real household environment, allowing a reduction of
above 10-30% in energy consumption and related
costs, which results from the cross-reference between
different statistical data detected from Italian and
European families’ samples and Support Vector
Machine and from specific families’ pilot cases: in
particular about 250 Italian families and about 150
among German, Austrian and Swiss families.
The innovative algorithm describes the
operation of the network, elaborates the registered
data and it is able to self-adapt to specific external
and internal conditions. This algorithm also
elaborates specific advices and potential measures to
be performed.

Fig. 1. Building basis

There will be columns for the charge of
electric cars and bikes and services arising from the
energy produced (bistros, restaurants and bars with
zero impact).
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A "raw" area will become the new epicenter of
attention to ecology for citizens, through virtuous
behaviour and anti waste.

on its security and financial, economic and social
system, including central and local administration.
The ad hoc algorithm studied first of all analyses the
context and doesn’t make a system replicable on a
large scale, when the reference conditions are
different. The prevision calculus for the critical
infrastructures, that is:
R place, V, E(t) = place M ( 2 ); V ( 2 ); E (P)

Fig. 2. Building under construction

Fig. 3. Rendering

4. Conclusions
The goal is to break down totally energy
consumption through these radiant surfaces, using
also roof gardens, natural air ventilation systems,
steam cooling systems, refreshing sheets and panels
with darkening and shading effect of the external
facades.
Automatic sensors will activate or not ad hoc
features and functions, in conjunction with the flow
that it will be created. So the launch of a smart-green
ecological system, which recycles its natural
resources. From the ground will emerge a city of the
next millennium with energy, water and gas at km 0.
Energy is strongly linked to Infrastructures. In
this context, the development, the security and the
quality of life in the industralized countries
increasingly depend on a system of infrastructures,
that operate in a continuous and coordinated way,
called Critical Infrastructures. The expression
“Critical Infrastructure” refers to a system, a
resource, a process, a totality, whose distruction,
interruption or partial or temporary unavailability has
the effect of weakening the efficiency and the normal
operation of a country in a significative way and also

R (risk): the risk linked to a particular attack
in a specific place.
M (threat): the probability of trying a
particular attack (1… N) in a specific place in 2
ways, one as prevention and the other as crisis.
V (vulnerability): the probability that a threat
has success in order to a weakness (1… T) in the
defense of an objective and in other two aspects: a
preexisting aspect and a probable one.
E (exposure): the potential damage of the
attack and corresponds with the portion of the
objectively quantifiable “MOTEFF” categories:
present infrastructural goods, population.
The calculus describes also sociological
aspects:
- Actualization difficulties (relevant to the
attacker):
• technique availability,
• costs,
• logistical difficulties,
• know how,
• motivation;
- Attractiveness of the objective.
The world is totally projected in a deep
transformation. Connecting systems are replacing
isolated ones.
We usually call this trend “Internet of Things”
or IoT. This is a modified reality, driven by the
concept of “convergence” through devices always
connected, but in a decentralized way. This change is
generating unprecedented opportunities that could
increase the productivity and the efficiency, improve
the crisis prevention process, crisis management and
crisis communication in real time, solve problems
and develop new and innovative user experiences.
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